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“I Can Only Imagine” 
Acts 2:17

As we begin a new year, we want to set aside some things and de-clutter for a few days
and say, “Father, we’re setting our hearts on You.  Jesus, we’re setting our gaze upon You.
Holy Spirit, we’re setting our minds upon You, and we want You to be the Lord of our lives.”
We want to start this year by clearing the clutter, to eliminate and concentrate - eliminating
the non-essential and concentrating on Him.

We’re planning a church-wide fast January 8 - 12.  Fasting is not an attempt to get God’s
attention by starving ourselves.  It’s not a hunger strike to get God to move.  All it means is that
we’re laying aside something in order to focus on something else.  That “something else”
is actually some-One else.  A step-by-step fasting guide can be found on the church’s website:
Bridgefbg.com.  Anytime we lean into fasting - when we focus upon Him - when we honor,
worship and tremendously revere Him - we will be blessed.

We are now in the third week of Advent - the week of Joy.  Nehemiah 8:10 says, “...this day
is holy unto our Lord: neither be ye sorry [don’t worry, mourn, or weep]; for the joy of the Lord
is your strength.” There are people going through extremely difficult times right now.  Families
are suffering from tragedies and the impact of trauma.  The holidays can trigger things that
happened in their lives ...but God.

Even though it may be a hard time on one hand, they can flip the script on the enemy that
uses things in life to try to distract, derail, and destroy them from the Joy of Advent, where
we expect the arrival of Jesus - the Word who became flesh and now dwells among us -
the One who put on an earth suit and moved into the neighborhood (John 1:14 MSG).

So we need to do what we can to lean in, and ask the Holy Spirit to help us exchange beauty
for ashes - ashes for beauty - pain for life and hope - tragedy and trauma for the joy of the Lord
that becomes our strength.  Let’s flip the script on the devil!



We continue talking about revival - stories of the Hebrides Revival that was started with two
sisters in their eighties, and that launched a revival where tens of thousands of people came
to know Jesus Christ.  They lit the fires of revival on the Isle of Lewis in the Hebrides archipelago
in Scotland.  

Then, we talked about the 1904 Welsh Revival with Evan Roberts that came and impacted
the American west coast with revival on Azusa Street in Los Angeles that was led by
William Seymore.  People who drove by the tiny Baptist church said it was as though the church
was on fire, and smoke and flames were seen coming out of the top of the building.  In the Spirit
it was on fire but it wasn’t in the natural.  We also read about what happened in New York City,
where a large revival broke out - one of 339 revivals documented in history.

In the Bible, there are five revivals written about in the Old Testament and five in the New
Testament.  These are the kinds of stories where people experience supernatural and sovereign
outpourings of God.  One notable thing about revival was that it always came when people
were saying that it was “the worst it’s ever been - the most terrible time ever”. The politics
and economy were out of control.  There were wars and rumors of wars happening.  

It was in those dark times and seasons in the valley of the shadow of death for a culture
when God would sovereignly show up - and all he was waiting for was a hand-full of people
to pray, believe, and contend for a move of God.  Will we be one of those people who will pray,
contend, and ask God to show up sovereignly?  We don’t create the waves of revival, but
we certainly do have the privilege and choice of catching the wave.

We’re not wave-makers - we’re wave-catchers, and we should continue to open up our hearts
to that.  We know it’s here, but what does it mean for us - for our family - our workplace -
our culture and society?  Currently, there are house fires of revival that are breaking out
everywhere.  We can see in the distance lights in the darkness.  Revival is breaking out all over
the United States right now - here and there - but not coalesced into a perfect storm, where
one system collides with another, creating an amazing and powerful supercell.

That hasn’t happened - yet.  There are pastors in our area that have hearts for revival and
that are hungry for God.  They have had dreams about revival in this region.  One of the dreams
was about fires that were starting everywhere.  Another was of separate beams of light that
converged into one.  That’s what we should pray for - revival - not just here but everywhere.
Reformation - as we “bring out the Book”, and as we contend for revival - what can we imagine?



What would revival actually look like if it showed up this week? - if God sovereignly said,
“Now’s the time.  I’m going to open the heavens and you will live under that for awhile.”
What would that actually look like?  Can we only imagine the impact of that if God shows up
sovereignly in our midst?

We’re praying for all. In a real revival, a spiritual tsunami converges energy into a single point.
We are in the foothills and can see the mountains in the distance - we’re not there, but
we’re getting there.  We can see it.  We’re starting to rise in elevation and altitude.  If God
shows up this way, what can we imagine?

1]. Reformation is a return to God’s Word.
2]. Repentance is a return to God’s ways.
3]. Revival is a return to God’s Spirit and presence.
4]. Redemption is a return to God’s mission.

True revival is a Spirit-led and sovereign outpouring of God that won’t go away.  Redemption
happens - literal transformation by God’s Spirit where he redeems everything.

What would that look like in a practical way?

1] All Jesus-centered churches would begin to grow with new believers hungry for the Word -
“Bring out the Book!”

2] Seasoned believers would be re-energized with passion, holy fire, and vision.
3] Revival would be cultural, religious, and political reform.  
4] The next generation would unite with a holy passion for God - fulfilling Joel’s prophecy 

as spoken in the Book of Joel and the Book of Acts.

When God shows up, nothing can stay the same.  When he comes in this way - like a flood
- when the tsunami comes - it touches everything.  It touches politics - there are a lot of
politicians that are full of Jesus and the Holy Spirit and that pray regularly in their spheres
of influence with people in capital buildings all over the U.S.  Don’t think that this is a lost cause.
God is working and moving as public servants pray and ask God to right the ship, and we need
to pray for those in the political arena that God would show up and pour out his Spirit upon them.



Why not here - why not now - why not revival? - and revival in the culture? Imagine a nation
getting its true-north compass back - people beginning to live with the right values - values
this nation was founded upon.  God wants to do it again.  What if he’s waiting on us to say,
“Here we are, Lord - use us!” We should contend for this for the rest of our lives.

Twenty years ago, over fifty-one per cent of pastors declared in response to a poll that they
don’t believe that the Bible is a literal book, or in the inerrancy of Scripture.  The Bible must
be our compass.  Culture has moved away from it, but when we tear down the foundations
of what went before us and disdain the generation that has the capacity to lead and teach us,
we move away from the entire record of history of family in the scriptures.

“Authentic revival may begin in the hearts and lives of one generation, however, it culminates
in a participation of all.” We should be asking how we can fuel the fire for the next generation.
God wants to ignite them and to have us coach, mentor, encourage and pour more fuel on them.

There has been a strategy by the enemy on the next generation to take them out, much like
when Herod had the male children around Bethlehem put to death.  We, as the older generation
can’t give up on them or write them off, while the devil lures and kidnaps them.  If we’re not
careful, we’ll look up one day to find that we’ve lost that generation.  We need revival and
awakening in our generation to get a vision again to fuel the next generation.

Acts 2:16-21 NIV
“...this is what was spoken by the prophet Joel: ‘In the last days, God says, I will pour out
my Spirit on all people.  Your sons and daughters will prophesy, your young men will see visions,
your old men will dream dreams.  Even on my servants, both men and women, I will pour out
my Spirit in those days, and they will prophesy.  I will show wonders in the heavens above
and signs on the earth below, blood and fire and billows of smoke.  The sun will be turned
to darkness and the moon to blood before the coming of the great and glorious day of the Lord.
And everyone who calls on the name of the Lord will be saved.’ ”

Are we in the last days?  We can’t give up on those that are near us.  There’s too much at stake.
They need us to be authentic and to be real with them - to stand and proclaim the Word of God.
What are we waiting for?  - and how do we prepare for revival?



We make room for more.  We have to believe that there are more people that God wants to
bring to Bridge Church and to the other churches in the hill country.  Can we only imagine
what it will be like when every church in this city that preaches Jesus is full and overflowing?
Are we willing to prepare for revival, and, like Isaiah, stand before God and say, “Here am I,
send me”?

Prayer

Heavenly Father, thank You for this message.  Lord Jesus, prepare us.  Make us ready.

We come before You, asking and interceding for the next generation.  Set them on fire, God.

Help us to be an inspiration to those who come after us.  There is so much work that needs

to be done yet, and we need a next generation that is on fire and filled with the Holy Spirit.

Help us to be the light in a dark world.  We love You and honor You.  

In Jesus’ name.   

Amen


